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"After experiencing strong gains from 2012-15, the coffee
market slowed from 2016-17 (est) as market penetration of

single-cup coffee makers is saturated and fewer new
owners has resulted in slower gains. Still, cold brew sales
are thriving and new innovations such as nitro cold brew

and alcoholic cold brew could reinvigorate sales."
- Mimi Bonnett, Director - Food and Drink,

Foodservice

This report looks at the following areas:

• Roasted, instant coffee sales struggle as consumers turn to RTD, single-cup
• Market penetration is strong as most adults drink some type of coffee
• The average consumer is not highly engaged with cold coffee, cold brew
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Online, delivery services increase competition
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Figure 39: Select important coffee attributes, by generation, May 2017
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Figure 40: Select important coffee attributes, by race/Hispanic origin, May 2017
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Figure 41: Coffee additives – Any coffee(net)*, May 2017
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Figure 42: Coffee additives, by type, May 2017
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Figure 43: Select coffee additives – Any coffee (net)*, by age, May 2017

Multicultural consumers engaged with additives
Figure 44: Select coffee additives – Any coffee (net)*, by race/Hispanics origin, May 2017

Few consumers are making their own cold coffee at home
Figure 45: Consumers who have made cold coffee at home, May 2017

Cold coffee innovations appeal to niche set of consumers
Figure 46: Interest in cold coffee innovations, May 2017

The average consumer is not highly engaged with cold coffee, cold brew
Figure 47: Attitudes toward cold coffee, May 2017

Younger generations more enthusiastic about cold coffee
Figure 48: Select attitudes toward cold coffee and cold brew, by generation, May 2017

Hispanics increasingly turn to cold coffee, Black consumers lag behind
Figure 49: Select attitudes toward cold coffee and cold brew, by all, Hispanic, Black, and Asian consumers, May 2017
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Coffee Additives
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Attitudes and Behaviors toward Coffee
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Coffee consumption on the rise for niche set of adults
Figure 50: Select attitudes toward coffee, by generation, May 2017

Perceptions that single-cup and RTD are pricey challenge sales
Figure 51: Price-related attitudes toward coffee, May 2017

Hot coffee seen as relaxing, some choose coffee due to health perceptions
Figure 52: Attitudes toward coffee, May 2017

Multicultural adults drinking more coffee, willing to splurge for added value
Figure 53: Select attitudes toward coffee, by race/Hispanic origin, May 2017
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